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LOGLINE
A father and son’s relationship strains under grief and denial 

when their matriarch succumbs to a zombie-like “rot".

Rajan is a young man living in America, and his mother 
is a zombie. Plagued by visions of who his mother once 
was, Rajan struggles to communicate with his father 
about his anger and sadness about his mother’s 
affliction.  His father, Jyotin, struggles to communicate 
back with Rajan or acknowledge his grief. Rajan is 
reaching a boiling point.

SYNOPSIS

Art by Neal Anderson



Production Story

Mater Mortis was written as a short story by 

Rishi Gandhi in 2009 to help him process the 

trauma from his mother’s bipolar disorder. In 

2019 Rishi worked with Dexter John Scott Jr. to 

turn the story into a screenplay. Pre-production 

began in May 2019, with casting taking place in 

July. Following a successful crowdfunding 

campaign on Seed&Spark, principal 

photography was done during the autumn. Post 

production was carried out over the course of 

2020 in the midst the Covid-19 Pandemic.



Press Release
Directed by Rishi Gandhi, Mater Mortis is the story of Rajan (Leo 
Solomon), a young man whose mother, Aparna (Liza Ramdeen), 
has been afflicted by a zombie-like disease known as The Rot. 
Plagued by visions of who his mother once was, Rajan struggles to 
communicate with his father, Jyotin (Siraj Huda), about his anger 
and sadness about his mother’s affliction.

An examination of fraught familial relationships in South Asian 
families, Mater Mortis was written by Rishi Gandhi to help him 
process the trauma from his mother’s bipolar disorder. “Mater Mortis 
was inspired by my experiences growing up as a first generation 
immigrant in the US with a bipolar mother. Zombies are the walking 
dead, catatonic, but also lashing out at the world around it, and yet 
they are still us. This is the lens through which I reinterpreted life with 
my mother who was heavily medicated following her psychotic 
episodes,” says writer/director Rishi Gandhi. “The relationship 
between the protagonist, Rajan, and his father reflects the changed 
family dynamics that occurred as a result of this illness and the 
difficulty men in a family have communicating with one another. I 
hope this short shows the complex and often conflicting emotions 
people go through while a loved one is severely ill. My desire is that 
it inspires empathy, self-reflection and conversation.”

Gandhi is in the process of entering film festivals around the country 
and beyond. Visit the website for more information about the film: 
matermortis.com
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https://matermortis.com/


Leo Solomon as Rajan

Leo Solomon is an actor, known for Veep (2012), Homeland (2011) and 

Blue Bloods (2010).  Has a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Acting from 

the Actors Studio Drama School at Pace University, New York City.

Siraj Huda as Jyotin
Born in Orissa, India, Siraj Huda considers himself an accidental actor. From milking cows in 
Nepal, teaching ice skating in Dubai  and immigrating to the United States to pursue an MBA. 
Siraj moved to New York City where he has worked in publishing and as a software engineer. 
When the recession hit in 2008, Siraj discovered acting and never looked back. His varied life 
experiences contributed to his ability to get under the skin of the characters he has portrayed 
on shows including Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj (2018) and the Tick (2017).

Liza Ramdeen as Aparna

Liza Ramadeen makes her acting debut in Mater Mortis, bringing 

a naturalistic approach to playing Aparna, both living and undead.

THE CAST

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2390533/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm4015117/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1


DIRECTOR, RISHI GANDHI
Bio:

A first generation immigrant of Indian descent moving between the Côte D'Ivoire, the UK, and 

US, Rishi Gandhi has spent years around the world but decided to make film his home. Rishi 

honed his skills on short film horror schlock, broadcast news, and documentaries. Mater Mortis 

began as a short story he wrote to help him process a traumatic experience as a young adult.

Director’s statement:

The inspiration for this story comes from my experiences growing up as a first generation 

immigrant in the US with a bipolar mother. My experiences with my mother often were 

frightening and overwhelming. I often felt a sense of having lost her. Even through the 

frightening cycles of psychosis and medication, she always remained my mother and my love 

for her never changed. The relationship between the protagonist Rajan and his father reflects 

the changed family dynamics that occurred as a result of this illness and the difficulty men in a 

family have communicating with one another. Mater Mortis is an exploration of these themes 

through the lens of horror. I hope this short shows the complex and often conflicting emotions 

people go through while a loved one is severely ill. My desire is that it inspires empathy, self-

reflection and conversation.

WEBSITE

https://rishigandhi.com/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm4349821/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
https://www.instagram.com/senor_rish/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/making-film-your-home-w-rishi-gandhi/id1530832662?i=1000501612520


PRODUCER/AD, Alex Armando Torres
Alex Torres is an indefatigable self-taught producer with an endless supply of grit.  Along with producing 
and getting distribution for his first feature film: Nemesis, he has also worked on various short narrative 
films and documentaries as a producer, assistant director and behind the scenes photographer.  He is 
also one of the co-founders of the 6th Borough Film Collective in Yonkers, NY which strives to provide 
resources and connect filmmakers to one another in the Westchester, NY region.

PRODUCER, Morgan Booker
Morgan is multidisciplinary artist who writes for the stage and screen, and 
performs as well.  Morgan has experience producing theatrical projects of 
all sizes, and her strong suits are maintaining communications between all 
the teams that compose a production.  She has an MA in Applied Theater.

SCREENWRITER/PRODUCER, Dexter John Scott Jr.
Dexter John Scott wrote the screenplay for Mater Mortis in collaboration with 
Rishi.  Dexter faced similar challenges to Rishi, growing up with a bipolar parent, 
and was able to channel his experiences into the essence of the screenplay 
version of Mater Mortis while keeping true to the original story. Prior to this he 
got a degree in film with a concentration in screenwriting from Pace University.

PRODUCER, Renzo Adler

Renzo Adler is a writer/editor extraordinaire for various pop-culture outlets, a 
Troma survivor, and collector of the bizarre. Renzo is also a longtime collaborator 
with Rishi Gandhi, co-producing short films and the web-series Beyond the 
Longbox and he currently lives in New York City.

https://www.arawak-films.com/
https://www.nemesis-thriller.film/#!
https://www.arawak-films.com/
https://www.arawak-films.com/
https://www.6bfc.org/


Awards

Other Festivals



Press

Rivertowns Enterprise

London Rocks Blog, review & interview 

Podcasts
Diasporastan

Fusion International Film Festival Podcast

Examiner Plus

https://www.rivertownsenterprise.net/dobbs_ferry/short-film-delves-into-family-dysfunction/article_e5824a34-1d54-11ec-b6be-0b78cbcf6cd4.html
https://rocksblogs.com/2021/11/02/in-review-mater-mortis-by-rishi-gandhi/
https://rocksblogs.com/2021/11/02/interview-with-rishi-gandhi/
https://diasporastan.libsyn.com/making-film-your-home-w-rishi-gandhi
https://open.spotify.com/episode/58SBQEFVzW5KJAGvgQKnVX?go=1&sp_cid=40d55c643c91b79ca8a5f040655ac550&utm_source=embed_player_p&utm_medium=desktop&nd=1
https://www.examiner-plus.com/p/horror-show?utm_source=url


CREDITS
Directed/Story/Cinematography/Edited/Color by:        Rishi Gandhi                   

Screenplay by:                                                         Dexter John Scott Jr.
                                                                                                    Rishi Gandhi   

Executive Producer                                   Luigino Gigante-Martinez

Produced by:                         Alex Armando Torres  
                                                       Dexter John Scott Jr. 

                                                                                               Morgan Booker  
                                                                                                   Rishi Gandhi 
                                                                                                     Renzo Adler                                                       

Production Manager                            Yolanda Trinidad-Creque 

Production Assistants:                       Josue Trinidad-Creque  
                                                                                                   Alexis Garcia       

 

Hair & Make-up Designer             Sy Bedrick

Sound Design              Christopher Robleto-Harvey       

Production Sound Recordist        Jose Troverso       



CAST
Rajan
Leo Solomon

Siraj Huda  
Jyotin

Liza Ramdeen
Aparna       

Niko Torres                               
Young Rajan

        



Screener/Stills

● Press Screener Link

● Still Images

● Teaser
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https://vimeo.com/504628497/1bb036db4e
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/0mo6qd5jr9vmbh0/AADkp5LF2BhmvevEGDQLUDvha?dl=0
https://vimeo.com/518401978/8dc73f14f0
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http://WWW.RISHIGANDHI.COM

